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This paper describesa novel approach to modeling chemically active dc discharges,and its
application to silane. An appropriate electric field was determined from a combination
of experimental results and classical dc discharge theory. Utilizing this electric field, a kinetic
description of the electron motion was used to calculate the ionization rate and the
electron distribution function throughout the discharge. From the calculated rate of ionization
and the assumedelectric field and allowing for chemical reactions, steady-statefluxes of
ions to the anode were calculated. These results compared favorably to the experimental results
of Weakleim et al. [J. Vat. Sci. Technol. A 1, 29 ( 1987)]. A proposed model for the
observed variations in the fractional ion currents is given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, a technique for describing chemically
active dc dischargesis presentedand applied to silane. Silane discharges are technologically relevant for the deposition of amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) used
for photovoltaics and other microelectronic applications.
In dc silane discharges, deposition is performed on the
anode surface since sputtering due to ion bombardment is
negligible there. As a first step to understanding the deposition process, one must know the fluxes and energies of
various ions and neutrals that impinge on the deposition
surface. This paper describes a model for the entire discharge but will focus upon calculating the composition of
the different ionic speciesthat reach the anode. Comparisons with the limited available experimental data are made.
A detailed and electrostatically self-consistentcalculation would be required in order to simulate all processesto
steady state. In the caseof silane, the slowest relevant process is charged particle recombination which requires approximately 5 ms to reach steady state.’Since the calculations require time steps on the order of the electron plasma
period ( < 10 - 9 s), such a simulation would require over
10”iterations. This calculation is not only time consuming,
but would be difficult to justify since the errors in the
chemical rate constants are large enough to nullify any
accuracy gained in doing an electrostatically self-consistent
calculation.
To overcome this obstacle, and since there is also some
indication that this problem requires at least two spatial
dimensions for a complete description, approximations are
appropriate. In this work, an approximate electric field
derived from the literature2 and experiment3P4
is imposed,
from which the discharge properties are calculated. From
the calculated discharge parameters, improvements to the
assumed electric field configuration can be made and the
discharge parameters are again found.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the
method for obtaining the electric field is’given. Results of
n’Present address: IBM-Rochester, Hwy. 52 and N.W. 37th St., Rochester, MN 55901.
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the calculation for a dc silane discharge are given in Sec.
III. The effects of varying the electrode spacing and applied potential on the fluxes of ions at the anode and a
comparison with the experimental data of Weakleim3 are
made. Studies of the ion flux variations due to changing
assumptions made about the electric field and chemical
rate constants are also done. A proposed mechanism for
the effects of the electron temperature on the fractional ion
current is given, followed by a summary of the results
obtained.
II. COMPUTATlONAL

METHOD

A. Electric field determination

As stated, the electric field is determined from a combination of experiments,3P4
dc discharge theory,’ and calculated electron properties. In this model, the discharge
will be divided into three regions: the cathode fall (and
negative glow), the positive column, and the anode sheath
(see Fig. 1). In this section, the method for determining
the electric field in each region is given.
1. Cathode

fall

Since the current and pressureare constant throughout
the experiments to be simulated, the cathode fall potential
drop and length are assumed to be constant.2 Weakleim3
stated that when the electrode spacing was decreasedbelow some minimum value, there was a sharp increasein the
applied potential. This suggeststhat the cathode fall length
is approximately this minimum electrode spacing and that
below the minimum electrode spacing the cathode fall voltage must increase in order to have sufficient ionization to
maintain the discharge. In the presented model, the cathode fall (which will include the negative glow) will be
modeled by a linearly varying electric field with a potential
drop GCp= - 575 V and a length I,, = 0.96 cm.
2. Positive

column

Electrons leaving the cathode fall consist of two
groups. The first comprises electrons that have experienced
many inelastic collisions and have a low energy. The sec-
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Anode

where L is the electrode spacing, ICr is the cathode fall
length (including the negative glow), and I~lf is the anode
sheath length.
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3. Anode sheath
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Cathode
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Using simulations of the electron motion, the random
electron current J, and the drift current Jedcan be calculated. In the casesstudied here, the random current is
much larger at the anode than the drift current. For current continuity to hold at the anode, an anode sheath is
neededto reduce the incident dischargecurrent to the external current.” At the anode sheath-positive column
boundary is a field reversalthat marks the beginning of the
anode sheath. Ions which are created in the anode sheath
go to the anode while those ions created in the positive
column are probably lost by Schottky diffusion processesto
the chamberwalls while ions createdin the cathodefall go
to the cathode.
The electron distribution in front of the anode is assumed here to consist of a Maxwellian component and a
b e a m component. The temperature of the Maxwellian
component XC,is found from

-’

L

4

FIG. 1. Geometry of the dc dischargeusedhere. I,, and C-d are the length
and potential drop of the anode sheath. ZF and Qp, are the length and
potential drop of the positive column. ZCrand Qs are the cathode fall
length and potential drop.

ond group consistsof electronsthat experiencefew inelastic collisions and enter the negative glow with energies
directed along the discharge axis which are essentially as
high as the cathode fall potential drop.
The calculations to be given show that in one particular case the electron energy is about 1 eV with a b e a m
componentof energy,alongthe dischargeaxis of 0.02 eV at
the position where the electric field approacheszero. This
implies that the electron energy distribution is essentially
isotropic in velocity space,which is very different from the
“b e a m like” distribution found in the cathode fall. Therefore, the region adjacent to the “cathode fall” will be
treated in the electric field m o d e l as a resistive positive
column. (As stated above, the term “cathode fall” will be
used to describeboth the cathodefall and negativeglow.)
The experiments3show that the applied voltage increaseslinearly with electrodespacing. It is assumedthat
this is in proportion with the length of the positive column
which has a potential drop, arc, for a given electrodespacing, which is
@po=@pc

-

*‘c

min

-

*aft

(1)

where Cp,is the cathodepotential at this electrodespacing,
@ ,f is the anodesheathpotential, and aC m inis the cathode
potential at the m inimum electrodespacing. The positive
column extendsfrom the negativeglow edgeto the edgeof
the anodesheath and its length is given by

Ipc= L - i, f - I&
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Te= (213k) ( (Ed - (Ed 1,
(3)
where (ET) is the total average electron energy and
(EB) is the averageelectron b e a m energy which is relatively small. From T, the averageelectron velocity towards the anode u,, is found using the relation
vex==d-e

(4)
assumingthe low-energy b e a m does not reach the anode
and the distribution is still Maxwellian with tempe&ture
T, at the anode.
Knowing Jat and v,, the electron density at the anode
can be determined and is
(5)
Nelanocie=Jext~Per~
The anode sheath potential drop is assumed to be
3.8kTJq, so the electron density at the anode fall-positive
column interface can be estimatedto be
(6)
NeIifpc=NeI&odeexp(3.8).
/zD
is
calculated
in
the
usual
manner.
From T, and Nelafpo
The anode sheath laf is assumedto extend 5/2, from the
anode.
Using these calculated valuesof @=f and loaf,new values of @rLand lPCare found. The electron motion is simr
ulated in this new electric field configuration. The electron
temperature at the anodeafter the secondsimulati~onwas
found to be within 1 5 % of the initial electron temperature.
The effect of the variation in the electron temperature on
the ion current will be studied in Sec. III.
B. Particle motion calculation

Using this electric field and the method for calculating
electron motion describedin other work,5P6the spatial distribution of the ionization and dissociation rates are deterD. J. Koch and W . N. G. Hitchon
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Plasma Potential vs y

TABLE I. The ion-neutral chemical reactions and their respective rate
constants used for modeling the ion motion in the anode sheath. Only
exothermic and thermineutral reactions are used.
Process
SiHj + SW-t SizH,f + 2H,
SiHf + &.E&+Si,H$ -+ Hz
SiH: + Sa-+SizH$ + H4
SiH$ + SiI&-&iHz + H,
SiHHzf+ Si+ Si,H,+ + 2H2
SiH$ + Sil&-&H~
+ H2
Si+ + SiI-&-tSi,H+ + 2Hz
SiH + + Sq+ S&H2 + Hz
SiH + + SiH,- SizH$ -t SiiB
Sif + Sii+Si,Ht
+ Ha
Si + + 2SiH,- S&Hz + Si
S&H,+ + Si?&+ Si,Hsf + 2H, + H
a,&,+ + SiI+Si,H$
+ 2Hz
Si,Hf + SiH.+-SisH6+ + Hz + H
Si,H.$ + SiH,-+ Si,H,S + Ha
Si,Hif + S&-SiJH6+ + H
SizHz+ + SiH.,-Si&+
S&H + + SiI&+ Si&+
Si,H$ f Si+Si,+lH,f,,
+H2

Rate constant
(cm3 s-‘)
0.07 x 10 - ‘O
0.25 x 10-l’
1.8 X 10-26(cm6s-i)

1.07 x 1o-9
x lo-‘0
x 10-l’
x lo-‘0
X 10;”
1.30 X 10-26(cm6s-‘)
0.55
2.50
0.70
2.80

4.80 x lo-”

1.40 X 10-26(cm6 5-l)
5.00 x lo- l’
5.00
5.00
5.20
5.00
3.76

-585.0

1

I
1.2

0.0

I
2.4

I
3.6

x lo-”

x 10-I’
x 10-l’
x lo- ”
x 10-L!.-

1.08 x 10-l’
1.00 x 10-l’

m ined. The electron-silane collisions cross sections used
were compiled by Ohmuri et al.’
From the ionization rate as well as the chemical rate
constants compiled by Kushner,’ from various
experiments,8-12the steady-state flux of the different species to the anode are calculated. The ion-silane chemical
reactions considered here either had a small activation energy or were exothermic since the ion energiesin the anode
sheath are too small-to activate highly endothermic reactions. These ion fluxes are compared to the experimental
work of Weakleim et aL3 and calculations by Kushner.’
(See Table I.)
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FIG. 2. Potential used for calculating the electron motion in a dc discharge with an electrode spacing, L = 1.2 cm.

in Sec. III C. Since there are no experimental results on
neutral behavior to compare with, a neutral motion calculation is done for only one electrode spacing.
A. Electron

motion results

In this section, the results of the electron motion calculation are given. For each electrode spacing, the method
describedin Sec. II for modeling the electric field and electron motion was used to calculate the ionization rate and
electron energy. The results of the electron motion calculation for an electrode spacing of 1.2 cm are given in Figs.
2-4. Figure 2 is a plot of the electrostatic potential used for
an electrode spacing of 1.2 cm. Figure 3 is the corresponding plot of the calculated average energy electron in the
discharge. The ionization rate is shown in Fig. 4. This

111.dc SILANE DISCHARGE CALCULATION

In this section, the results using the technique given in
Sec. II for a dc silane discharge are presented.The experiment that is modeled here was performed by Weakleim et
aL3 The purpose of the experiment was to determine the
effect of the electrode spacing on the current of various
silane ion speciesat the anode. The discharge current remained constant since the applied voltage was varied to
maintain the current (0.13 mA/cm2). The purpose of this
calculation is to model the experiment and to determine
the cause of the variation in the ion currents to the anode.
This section begins with a brief exposition of the results of the electron motion calculation. This will include a
study of the effects on the electron motion due to assumptions made as to the electric field. This will be followed by
the results of the ion motion calculation in Sec. III B. The
effects of errors in the electron temperature and in data
such as chemical rate constants on the fractional ion current are shown. A proposed explanation for the observed
variation in the ion current will also be given. This will be
followed by the results of the neutral chemistry calculation
4141
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FIG. 3. Calculated average electron energy vs x using the potential given
in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4. Electron impact ionization rate of silane vs x using the potential
given in Fig. 2.

ionization rate is used as input for the ion motion calculation and the dissociation rate is used as input for the neutral chemistry calculation. Similar calculations were also
done for electrodespacingsof L = 1.0, 1.1, 1.4, and 1.8 cm.
As mentioned in Sec. II, the electric field model contains a field reversal at the positive column-anode sheath
interface. The effect of this field is to trap electrons which
have an energy less than l@,fl in the vicinity of the field
inversion. In-this region, the density of the confmed electrons is much greater than the density of the electrons with
an energy greater than l@,fl. For a non-Maxwellian distribution, this can give a low (ET) here.
The calculated electron energies at the anode, anode
sheath potential and length for each electrode spacing are
given in Table II. The electron energy at the anode increaseswith the length of the positive column, which increaseswith electrode spacing, due to the increasedheating
of the electrons by the positive column electric field. The
heating (and cooling) of the high energy electron is reflected in the increase in the ionization and dissociation
rates as these electrons travel through the positive column
and the decreasedrates in the anode sheath. The average
electron energy at the anodebegins to level off for electrode
spacingsof 1.4 cm. The electron energy at the anode will
play a vital role in determining the ion motion and the
chemical reactions in the anode sheath as will be seen in
the next section Therefore, the accuracy of the method for
determining the electron temperature must be examined.
TABLE II. Calculated values of the electron temperature at the anode,
anode sheath length I,, and anode sheath potential drop @p,ffor electrode
spacingsL = 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4 cm.
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TABLE III. The effects of changing the positive column potential drop on
the electron temperature at the anode. (Ire is held constant.)

L
(cm)

Te
(eV)

1.0
1.1

0.133

(“e;

I gf
(cm)

1.2

0.272
1.460

.505
1.03
5.15

1.76 x 10-a
3.00 x 10-Z
1.03 x 10-l

1.4

1.550

5.80

1.10 x 10-l
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temperature

.

variations

In this section, an estimate of the possible error in the
calculated electron temperature is made. This error can
have many origins. These include the assumed position of
the negative glow-positive column boundary, the applied
potential and the assumedanode sheath potential. First, we
investigate the errors due to the assumed anode sheath
potential, followed by the errors in the electron temperature due to changesin the length of the negative glow and
the effect of errors in the applied potential.
The first source of error in the electron temperature to
be examined is the assumedanode sheath potential used in
the electron simulation. The manner in which this error
arises is that in the initial electron simulation, an assumed
anode sheath potential and length are used. From this electric field configuration, the electron motion and subsequently the electron temperature at the anode are calculated. Using this temperature,a new anode sheath potential
and length are found. The electron motion is again calculated using this electric field and the electron temperature
is found.
The variation in the electron temperature between the
two simulations is a measureof the uncertainty in the electron temperature discussedhere. In these calculations, the
maximum variation in the electron temperature due to
varying the assumedsheath was found to be about 15% of
the original values, which is quite small.
The secondorigin of possibleerror in the electron temperature calculation is the position of the negative glowpositive column boundary. The effect of this boundary is to
change the electric field in the positive column (since
a,, is constant). The changesin the electric field will alter
the heating rate of the electrons which in turn changesthe
electron temperature at the anode sheath.
A simulation of the electron motion was done for an
electrode spacing of L = 1.2 cm but where the positive
column length was reducedby 40% from its original value.
It was found that the electron temperature at the anode
increased 15% from original value, which is again small.
The third source of error in the electron temperature is
the measurementof the applied potential. Since the cathode fall potential is assumed constant (under the conditions of constant pressureand current) the effect of errors
in the applied potential measurements is to change the
electric field in the positive column. This effect is studied
by changing QPC(and subsequently the applied voltage)
using the original positive column length.
The example used here is for an electrode spacing of
L = 1.2 cm. The positive column potential was decreased
D. J. Koch and W. N. G. Hitchon
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FIG. 5. Fractional ion currents to the anode vs electrode spacing L. (a)
The measured values and (b) the values yielded by the code.

from - 14.4 to - 9.5 V and electron simulations were
performed. The results of these simulations are given in
Table III. It was found that the electron temperature decreasedby about 20% from the original value. This too is
a relatively small effect. As we shall seein the next section,
however, errors in the applied potential are more important for smaller electrode spacings.
B. ion motion results

In this section, the results of the ion motion calculations are presented.These results will include an examination of the effects on the ion current due to changesin the
electron temperature and ion-silane chemical rate constants.
Given the calculated ionization rate and anode sheath
electric field and length, the fractional currents at the anode can be determined. The calculated and measured3fractional ion currents for each electrode spacing are given in
Fig. 5. In the notation used here, SiH,S denotesthe sum of
all ion currents in which there is one silicon atom in the
ion. Likewise, SiZH,f denotesthe sum of all ion currents in
which there are two silicon atoms in the ion.
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FIG. 6. A comparison of the fractional SiH$ ion current vs electrode
spacing: calculated, measured, and Kushner’s results.

The SiH,f current calculations have two main origins
for error: the anode sheath electric field (principally via
37,) and the chemical rate constants used. The errors in the
calculated currents of heavier ions such as S&Hz are due
to the previously mentioned causesand to the errors in the
chemical rate constants for creation and destruction of the
higher silane ion species. These rate constants are
estimates”and probably have large errors.
Therefore, to compare the model with experiment, it is
better to use the SiH$ ion flux. Comparisons of the
heavier silane ion currents will reveal information about
the chemical rate constants for formation of those ions.
Figure 6 gives a comparison of the fractional SiH$ currents measured, calculated and given by Kushner.’ This
theory and the experimental values are in good agreement
for electrode spacings of L = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.8 cm and
in moderate agreement at L = 1.1 cm. The lack of agreement at L = 1.1 cm may be due to the possibleerrors in the
positive column potential drop and will be discussedlater.
The discrepancy between the work by Kushner’ and experiment is probably due to the simple description of the
electric field he used. We will now investigate the effects of
errors in the calculated electron temperature and ion-silane
chemical rate constants on the fractional SiH,f flux.

1. ion flux variations due to electron temperature
errors
The first source of error in the fractional SiH$ ion
current considered here is the calculated electron temperature. The causesfor the variations in the electron temperature were discussedin the previous section and will not be
elaborated upon further. Here, the effects of changesin the
electron temperature on the ion current are studied.
D. J. Koch and W. N. G. Hitchon
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As mentioned in Sec. II A, the variation in T, due to
the way in which the anode sheath potential is modeled can
be as high as 15%. Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the
SiH$ current to the variations in electron temperature.
The ion current was calculated using electron temperatures
15% above and below the calculated T, as well as the
calculated and measured values. The fractional ion currents werd found to vary by less than 10%. at-all electrode
spacings considered while the trends of the results were
maintained.
Upon examinirig this plot, the discrepancy in the
SiH,f current at L = 1.1 cm cannot be explained by this
mechanism alone. The only other way to recreate the measured fractional ion flux for an electrode spacing of L = I. 1
cm is to reduce the electron temperature to approximately
the value at L - 1.0 cm. This can be accomplished-by
reducing the positive column potential drop. A reduction
of the positive column potential drop from - 5.5 to - 2.5
Y achievedthe desired result, so it is plausible that an error
in measuring the applied potential could have occurred.
The electron temperature decreasedfrom 0.272 to 0.177
eV. The results of the ion flux simulatitin are given in Fig.
8. This suggeststhat for short positive Columns, measurement errors on the order of a few volts can drastically
change the outcome of the simulation.

2. Chemical rafe consfanf uncertainties
The second origin of error for the SiHz current is the
chemical rate constants. From Fig. 4, the dominant products of the ionization of silane are SiH,+ and SiHf . From
the table of ion chemical reactions (Table II), SiH$ reacts
quickly with silane to form SiHf . The main mechanism
for the 105sof SiH? under these experimental conditions is
SiHz + 2SiH4+Si2HT + SiH4.

0)
*~
The rate constant for this reaction was varied by 33%
from the value quoted in the literature and the ion currents
4144
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FIG. 8. Effects of reducing the applied potential (and subsequently
$J by 3 V. (a) Applied = - 580 V (Q,, = - 5.5 V) (experiment).
(b) Applied = - 577 V (Qpc = - 2.5 V).

were again calculated. The results of this calculation are
shown in Fig. 9 where the fractional ion current varies by
up to 15% of its original value. This shows that the sensitivity of the fractional ion current to changes in chemical
rate constants can be appreciable but that the original
trend in the SiH$ current remains intact.
-Differencesbetweenthe measuredand computed fluxes
of the heavier i&s can be attributed to the chemical rate
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FIG. 9. Calculated fractional ion currents u&g different vaIu& of the
rate constant k, (all other rate constants and the election temperature
remain the same).
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constants used. Fortunately, for the experimental conditions used, there is a dominant reaction for the formation
of heavier ions. This mechanism is.
kz
S&H: -+ SiI&d Si,Hz .
(8)
Effects of changing k2 on the ion currents are given in Fig.
10, where k2 is increased by a factor of 2 from the value
given in the literature. It can be seen that the trend in the
Si2H$ current now is closer to the measuredtrends in Fig.
5. This same procedure can be applied to estimate rate
constants for the heavier ions.
3. Proposed
sheath

model for ion chemistry

in the anode

A possible explanation for the variation in the fractional SiH$ current at the anode will now be presented.
For short electrode spacings (L = 1.0 cm), the anode
sheath is very close to the negative glow edge. The electrons are still relatively cold since there is only a weak
electric field in the negative glow. This yields a relatively
low electron temperature and corresponding short anode
sheath length and sheath potential drop. For wider electrode spacings (L > 1.1 cm), the electrons are heated by
the positive column electric field. As the electron temperature increases, so do the anode sheath length (at fixed
electron density) and potential drop. We must now relate
the effects of the electron temperature to the number of
chemical reactions the ions experiencein the anode sheath.
The ratio of the time the ions spend in the anode
sheath to the averagetime for ions to undergo a chemical
reaction with silane is
P = WQ-cdl,
(9)
where 7C011
is the mean time for collisions that cause a
chemical reaction and to is the time ions spend in the anode
sheath. For this calculation, we will assume all the ions
cross the entire anode sheath. The time spent in the anode
sheath is given by
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FIG. 11. (a) The calculated T, as a function of electrode spacing and (b)
the ratio of Zafto A. of the SiHz .

1
‘o=g$=p#)

Lf

(10)

’

where (Vi) is the averageion velocity, pi is the ion mobility
and (.,!C)is the average electric field. For a linear electric
field in the anode sheath this ratio becomes

&-ALl2

(11)

Q-coleaf *

Both Zafand @ ,f are related to T, (T,,,~~
is assumedto
be constant). In this model, eaf = 3.8kTJq. The relationship between I,, and T, is more complicated. It was assumed that

laf= 5 I!wGQ%~

(12)

where N, is the electron density at the anode sheath edge
which is a function of T,. Using Eqs. (4)) (5)) and (6)) it
may be shown that N, is proportional to a.
Then the
anode sheath length is related to the electron temperature
by
laf cc r”,“.

(13)

The number of chemical reactions p is given by
P a /if/+, a I/E.
(14)
Therefore, at lower temperatures, ions in the anode sheath
experience fewer chemical reactions. In Fig. 11(a), the
fl
calculated by the code is plotted as a function of
electrode spacing.
D. J. Koch and W. N. G. Hitchon
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We must now find a method to determine the ratio, P,
from the experimental results. To do this, we will examine
the decreasein the fractional SiH$ flux. As before, we will
assumeall the ions travel across the entire anode sheath. If
the anode sheath length were negligible, the ions would not
experience any chemical reactions and the fractional ion
flux at the anode would be 1. To find the number of chemical reactions experienced by the SiHz ions from experimental measurementswe use the relation
r=ro

exp( - Z&A),

(15)

where I’ is the SiH$ flux at the anode, I’0 is the SiH,f flux
at the anode in the absenceof chemical reactions, and A is
the mean free path for chemical reactions.
Clearly, the argument of the exponential in (15) is
- fl. We can then solve for p to get

p= - In(r/ro).

(16)

In Fig. 11(b) is a plot of p using this derived relation. By
comparing Fig. 11(a) with Fig. 11(b), a direct correlation
can be observed between the increase in fl
and the increase in 0 from the experiment. This suggests that as
fle increases the number of chemical reactions experienced by the SiH$ increases.
In this derivation, it was implied that all the ions traveled the entire anode sheath. This is not entirely true since
the ions are created throughout the anode sheath. The important point is that ions created at the same distance from
the anode can have different mean free paths for chemical
reactions depending on the anode sheath electric field. This
anode sheath electric field is a function of the electrode
spacing (via T, at the anode).
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a model for calculating the motion of the
electrons and ions in a dc silane discharge was presented.
Good agreement of the fractional ion fluxes at the anode
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with experimental measurements was found. The effect of
increasing the electrode spacing was to increase the electron temperature at the anode. This temperature increase
caused the conditions in the anode sheath to change so that
the ions would experience more chemical reactions.
A simple analytic model for the behavior of the ion
motion in the anode sheath was presented. This model
showed trends in the number of chemical reactions experienced by the ions in the anode sheath which were similar
to those found in the experiment.
This paper also showed that even if it is not possible to
do an electrostatically self-consistent calculation of the
particle motion in a discharge, the main aspects of the
particle motion can still be modeled. Using these downscaled models, it was possible to describe the principal aspects of a complex silane discharge.
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